BAKER UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING - BSN

BAKER REQUIREMENTS

Oral Communication (3 hours)  PD 101 Speech

English Composition  COL 101 English Composition I
(3 hours)

Critical Writing  English Composition II
(ex: rhetoric, applied logic, argumentative writing)

Ethics (3 hours)  HUM 105 Ethics

Humanities or Fine Arts (12 hours)  ART  MUSIC
LITERATURE  PHILOSOPHY
RELIGION  HISTORY
FOREIGN LANGUAGE  THEATRE

No more than six hours in any one discipline

Social Sciences (9 hours)  PSY 101 General Psychology
General Psychology  PSY 263 Developmental Psychology
Developmental Psychology  SOC 102 Sociology OR
Principles of Sociology or Cultural Anthropology  SOC 111 Cultural Anthropology

College Algebra (3 hours)  MA 105 College Algebra
Statistics  MA 115 Statistics

Science (19 hours) - must include the following:
Anatomy & Physiology with Lab  BIO 257 Human Anatomy & Physiology with Lab
Microbiology with Lab  BIO 271 Microbiology with Lab
Chemistry with Lab  CHE 105 General Chemistry with Lab
Nutrition  HPE 115 Basic Nutrition

(General Biology with Lab is not required but may be counted BIO 102 Principles of Biology with Lab toward the 19 science credits.)

Electives are required to total 65 prerequisite credit hours
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